1/350 Scale Refit
Starship
SUPPLEMENTAL PHOTOETCH SET
PGX165
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ParaGrafix states that our use of the trademarked terms listed below in our product descriptions constitutes fair use and nominative use and is in no way to offer confusion that ParaGrafix and any of the following noted
trademark holders are related companies, nor do we state that we are endorsed by these trademark holders. We are an AFTERMARKET company acting in GOOD FAITH in providing high quality products to loyal customers
who have already purchased products related to these trademarks. ParaGrafix is actually providing these trademark holders a venue of free advertising and indirectly provide these trademark holders with more sales leads.
Star Trek is a trademark of Paramount Pictures Corporation. Polar Lights is a registered trademark of Learning Curve Brands, Inc.

INTRODUCTION
NOTE: This set supplements Version 1 of the “1/350 Scale Refit Photoetched Accessory Kit”, part number PGX111, and contains parts that were not included in
that set’s original release.
Thank you for purchasing ParaGrafix’s photoetched enhancement set for the Polar Lights 1:350 scale refit starship. We have made every effort to ensure that
these parts can be used successfully by a modeler of modest experience, but there may be items that require advanced modeling techniques. For a basic primer
on the use of photoetch, please see the PDF “Generic Photoetch Instructions” at http://www.paragrafix.biz/instructions.asp and our video how-to guides at
http://www.paragrafix.biz/video-instructions-1.asp.

Materials
In addition to the photoetch, you will also need scissors or a knife* to remove individual pieces from the main fret, a file to
remove material left from cutting, and super glue (aka CA or cyanoacrylate). Additionally, to fold some pieces, you will need a
pair of razor blades** or a specialty tool such as PhotoFold available at the ParaGrafix website and other online retailers.
* We prefer a #17 Xacto chisel blade. ** Extreme care must be taken when using razor blades. Risk of serious injury.
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Attach the trills as shown to the right. Use a clear
adhesive like Micro Krystal Klear, Testors Clear Part
Cement.
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Arboretum Walls
Attach the arboretum walls (15 & 16) to the inside edges of kit part 37.
Openings have been left for doorways so that halls can be added if
desired.
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Cargo Pods
Fold the cargo pods as shown at right and place within the
cargo bay or attach to the cargo train.
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Space-Energy Field
Attraction Sensors

Docking Port Side Lights

Attach etch parts 40 over the raised detail on
kit part 45. Repeat 3 times.
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Attach as shown.
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